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ACROSS
1 Come out again to harvest fruit (8)
5 Unofficial call to block further education (6)
9 Funny games cut short by author of fiction (8)
10 Former pupils upset Milan University dons (6)
12 Women in parliamentary constituency do difficult work (5)
13 Strengthen fine wines, ultimately breaking tiny rum bottles (9)
14 Easy test in which top mark goes to first person (6)
16 Restriction in Barnet Hospital being shown briefly about parking (7)
19 Try to make contacts in the fishing industry? (7)
21 Current doctor probing bird and animal shelter (6)
23 Messy situation involving criminal mob and oil rig (9)
25 He's backed service embracing religious teaching (5)
26 Part of what forms individual is somewhat flexible (6)
27 Exercising again and again is boring (8)
28 Formal and dull cases persist regularly (6)
29 Rotten, corrupt, Independent politician ousting Republican unable to function in Congress (8)

DOWN
1 Calm attitude backing head of state up (6)
2 Is cracking transmutation of metal her concern primarily? (9)
3 Trial of man responsible for death of Jesus reportedly (5)
4 Desire for money is at the heart of German state church (7)
6 Easing up on branch hoarding new money (9)
7 Openings in new international markets begin interesting shower producers (5)
8 English final filled with uncertainty is improving (8)
11 Eat out in France and Switzerland (4)
15 Seemingly, primitive defiles standards of etiquette (9)
17 Sharp drop in cost covering essential ingredients of recipe (9)
18 A French girl from Paris died hungry? (8)
20 What may be found in snorkel, perhaps? (4)
21 What may be used for last bit of defragging memory? (7)
22 What might cause one to start quarrel about king? (6)
24 Put fat on bottom when eating tons (5)
25 Recurring feature of idiotic fool spoiled part of book (5)

JOTTER PAD